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SummarySummary

� Objective of the study

� Gas supply shortage scenario in Italy

� The model of the European power system

� Impact assessment

� Remedies (focus on cross-border transmission capaci ty)
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Objective of the studyObjective of the study

� Assess the impact on the European power system of 
possible gas supply shortagesgas supply shortages in regions highly dependent 
on gas-fired generation, such as ItalyItaly

� A cut of gas-fired generation in a country will cau se a re-
dispatching of the European generation set with dif ferent 
fuel consumptionsfuel consumptions , COCO22 emissionsemissions and crosscross --border flowsborder flows
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Objective of the studyObjective of the study

� The impact assessment has been focused on the three  
main “pillars” of the EU energy policy:

�� security of supplysecurity of supply (i.e. Energy Not Supplied)

�� competitivenesscompetitiveness (i.e. electricity production costs)

�� sustainabilitysustainability (i.e. CO2 emissions)
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Gas supply shortage in ItalyGas supply shortage in Italy

� We assumed an interruption of supply from the TransMed TransMed 
“Enrico Mattei”“Enrico Mattei” pipeline connecting Algeria to ItalyAlgeria to Italy via 
Tunisia, in the reference year 20152015

� The TransMedTransMed annual maximum capacity is 33.5 bcm33.5 bcm and 
the interruption is assumed for the 5 months from 5 months from 
November November to Marchto March , the most critical due to heating 
demand

� On December 19, 2008, one of the five lines composi ng 
TransMed was damaged by the anchor of an oil tanker  and 
in mid-2009 repair operations were still ongoing …
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Gas available for power generationGas available for power generation

� In the following, we calculate the balancebalance foreseen for 2015 
in the five months from November to March between:

�� gas supply sourcesgas supply sources , excluding TransMed

�� gas demandgas demand , except power generation

in order to determine the monthly amount of gas available gas available 
for power generation in the shortage scenariofor power generation in the shortage scenario
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Italian gas balance in 2015: national productionItalian gas balance in 2015: national production
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Italian gas balance in 2015: import pipelinesItalian gas balance in 2015: import pipelines
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Italian gas balance in 2015: LNG terminalsItalian gas balance in 2015: LNG terminals
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Italian gas balance in 2015: storageItalian gas balance in 2015: storage

�� No new storage facilitiesNo new storage facilities assumed

� Capacity: 8.72 bcm8.72 bcm for modulationmodulation service and 5.17 bcm5.17 bcm for 
strategicstrategic storage

� Initial assumption: preserve the strategicpreserve the strategic storage and use use 
all the modulationall the modulation storage between November and March 
with the following optimal withdrawal profile [bcm] :
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Italian gas balance in 2015: demandItalian gas balance in 2015: demand

�� Industrial sectorIndustrial sector ’s consumption assumed to recover to the 
pre-economic crisis levels: about 1.7 bcm/month1.7 bcm/month

� As for distribution networksdistribution networks (mainly heating demand), we 
estimated the consumption whose probability to occu r is 
once every 20 years once every 20 years (reference “cold” winter) [bcm]:

� Network consumptions and losses: 0.125 bcm/month0.125 bcm/month
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Gas available for power generationGas available for power generation
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Model based analysisModel based analysis

� The assessment has been carried out by means of a model model 
of the European power systemof the European power system , interconnected with 
neighbouring areas

� The power system has been modeled as a set of nodesnodes
(composed of one or, in few cases, more countries),  
interconnected by crosscross --border transmission linesborder transmission lines with 
defined capacities (source: ENTSO-E)

� The equivalent cross-border AC transmission network  has 
been represented using Power Transfer Distribution 
Factors (PTDFPTDFs) calculated using a detailed model of the 
European AC network (about 4000 nodes)
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The model of the European power systemThe model of the European power system

AC interconnections with
other power systems

DC interconnections

AC interconnections
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The model of the European power systemThe model of the European power system

� As for DCDC interconnections and for ACAC interconnections 
with other power systemswith other power systems , we imposed the latest available 
power transfer profiles

� As for the generation setgeneration set , each node (country) of the 
modeled AC network has been characterized by an 
“equivalent” power plant for each main dispatchable  “equivalent” power plant for each main dispatchable  
generation technology / fuelgeneration technology / fuel

� As for hydro, pumped storage and other REShydro, pumped storage and other RES power plants, 
appropriate generation profilesgeneration profiles for each node (country) and 
for each technology have been defined and imposed

� Main data source: ENTSOENTSO--EE System Adequacy Forecast 
(SAFSAF) 2009-2020 and Statistical DatabaseStatistical Database
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Other scenario assumptionsOther scenario assumptions

�� Fuel pricesFuel prices , COCO22 emissions valueemissions value and annual electrical loadelectrical load
of each country for year 2015 taken from the POLES 
scenario “GR“GR --FT Global Regime with Full Trade”FT Global Regime with Full Trade”

� The 2015 hourlyhourly load profile of each country has been 
defined by scalingscaling the 2008 one and adjustingadjusting it for 2015 
holidays (source: ENTSO-E Statistical Database)
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The power system simulatorThe power system simulator

� We used MTSIMMTSIM, a zonal electricity market simulator 
developed by            , able to carry out:

� an optimal hourly dispatchingoptimal hourly dispatching over a oneone --yearyear time horizon

� a minimization of the overall operating costsminimization of the overall operating costs (fuel costs, CO 2
emissions costs, costs related to Energy Not Supplie d)

� No market power exercise has been simulated, in ord er to 
focus on the “natural” best response“natural” best response of the modeled power 
system to the considered shortage

� Gas supply shortage has been modeled by using 
constraints on fuel consumptionconstraints on fuel consumption implemented by the 
MTSIM simulator
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Results of the simulationsResults of the simulations

� Comparison between the “base case”“base case” (normal operation 
with no shortage) and the “shortage case”“shortage case”

� To keep a normal operationnormal operation of the Italian generation set in 
case of shortage it would be necessary to use 4.3 bcm4.3 bcm out 
of 5.17 bcm of strategic storagestrategic storage

basebase
casecase

shortageshortage
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Results of the simulationsResults of the simulations

� In the “shortage case”“shortage case” , if we assume:

� to let CHP plants to use strategic storage (only 92  Mcm in 
December) in order not to cut their heat demand

� to prevent non-CHP plants from using strategic storage

� to maximize electricity imports through the DC intercon nector with 
Greece

the simulator redispatches the European power syste m, in 
particular operating fuel oilfuel oil --fired power plantsfired power plants in Italy and 
increasing importsincreasing imports from neighboring countries
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Results of the simulationsResults of the simulations

� In such a case, gas consumption of nongas consumption of non --CHP power plantsCHP power plants
in Italy in the five months decreasesdecreases from 6.75 bcm6.75 bcm to 2.55 2.55 
bcmbcm (that is --62%62%) …

� … nevertheless it is not possible to avoid 349.5 GWh of 349.5 GWh of 
energy not supplied in Italy in Decemberenergy not supplied in Italy in December , that is the most 
critical month

� Using a modern CCGT power plant, to avoid such unse rved 
energy only 66 Mcm66 Mcm of gas withdrawn from strategic strategic 
storagestorage would be necessary
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NonNon --CHP thermal generation in ItalyCHP thermal generation in Italy

� Non-CHP thermal generation in Italy decreases by 12.5 TWhdecreases by 12.5 TWh
(--21%21%) and the fuel mix changesthe fuel mix changes
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Italian importsItalian imports

� Italian imports increase by 12.5 TWhincrease by 12.5 TWh (almost triplicatetriplicate )
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Overall modeled nonOverall modeled non --CHP generation setCHP generation set

� At the overall system level, there is a somewhat un expected 
decrease of hard coal productiondecrease of hard coal production , that the simulator 
performs to accommodate the greater electricity flows to accommodate the greater electricity flows 
towards Italytowards Italy , taking into account the constraints of the 
meshed cross-border transmission network
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Overall nonOverall non --CHP COCHP CO22 emissionsemissions

�� COCO22 emissions increase by 1904 ktCOincrease by 1904 ktCO 22
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Overall extraOverall extra --costscosts

� Assuming to avoid energy not supplied by using a sm all 
amount of strategic gas storage, the extraextra --costscosts of the 
“shortage case”“shortage case” are due to:
�� change of fuel mixchange of fuel mix (more expensive fuels and less efficient power 

plants in operation)

�� increase of COincrease of CO 22 emissionsemissions and of the related need for allowances
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ShortShort --term remediesterm remedies

� Short-term remedies in the gas sector:
� Maximize gas imports from the remaining supply sources

� Use gas storage

� Reduce demand

� Short-term remedies in the electricity sector:
� Increase electricity imports

� Perform fuel switching

� Reduce demand
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LongLong --term remediesterm remedies

� Long-term remedies in the gas sector:
� Diversify supply sources (both suppliers and supply 

infrastructures)

� Increase gas storage capacity

� Increase energy efficiency in gas consumption

� Develop Renewable Energy Sources for heating

� Long-term remedies in the electricity sector:
� Diversify generation sources

� Increase cross-border transmission capacity

� Increase energy efficiency in electricity consumption
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““ Unconstrained” shortage caseUnconstrained” shortage case

� We compared the results of the “shortage case” with  an 
idealideal scenario ( “unconstrained”“unconstrained” shortage case) where all 
crosscross --border AC transmission capacity constraints are border AC transmission capacity constraints are 
removedremoved

� In this way, we can assess the strength of network network 
bottlenecksbottlenecks in constraining the system

� By removing network constraints, what happens to It alian 
imports and to hard coal and fuel oil production?
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Results of the “unconstrained” caseResults of the “unconstrained” case

� Italian importsimports from the northern frontier increase by 11.2 increase by 11.2 
TWhTWh (+72%+72%) and no energy not supplied occurs in 
December
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Results of the “unconstrained” caseResults of the “unconstrained” case

� The greater availability of “foreign” energy allows  not to not to 
dispatch Italian fuel oildispatch Italian fuel oil --fired power plantsfired power plants

� A significant increase at the European level of cheaper coal increase at the European level of cheaper coal 
productionproduction substitutes not only fuel oilfuel oil --firedfired , but also gasgas --
firedfired generation
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Results of the “unconstrained” caseResults of the “unconstrained” case

� The increased coalcoal production causes an increase of COincrease of CO 22
emissionsemissions of about 3584 ktCO3584 ktCO 22

� Due to a strong reduction of fuel costsreduction of fuel costs , the “unconstrained” 
case is about 900 M€ cheaper than the “shortage case”900 M€ cheaper than the “shortage case” , 
that is 254 M€ cheaper254 M€ cheaper even than the “base case”than the “base case” , where no 
gas shortage occurs
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Next StepsNext Steps

� This quite rough and simple analysis of the strength of strength of 
network bottlenecksnetwork bottlenecks is just the starting point of future work 
concluding this work package

� The objective is the impact assessment of a nonnon --optimal optimal 
crosscross --border transmission infrastructure developmentborder transmission infrastructure development

� To this aim, we will use the model to analyze the c riticality 
of constraints on the different frontiers and to de termine the 
optimal expansion of crossoptimal expansion of cross --border linesborder lines to relieve such 
constraints in a costcost --effectiveeffective way
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Next StepsNext Steps

� A costcost --benefit analysisbenefit analysis will be carried out on the determined 
optimal expansions, again in terms of:
� security of supply

� competitiveness

� sustainability

� The assessment will be focused on the reference yea rs 
20152015 and, especially, 20302030, when POLES scenariosPOLES scenarios (used as 
common framework) are significantly differentiated

� The study will be carried out sharing input data an d 
information with the FP7 REALISEGRIDREALISEGRID project, 
coordinated by 
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